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- SECTION [
"GENERAL DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

The 4206 series multiprocessor communications

adapter (MCA) subsystem allows the connection of up

to fifteen NOVA and/or ECLIPSE line computers to

form a multiprocessor system. Blocks of data are

transferred at high-speed from one computer to

another through the computer’s data channel

facilities. Such a system composed of many small
computers is a powerful, highly flexible alternative to

-asingle large computer in many applications.

~An MCA subsystem consists of a common
communications bus and an adapter for each

computer in the system.

The communications bus provides a daisy-chain

connection to the adapters for each computer in the

system. The communications bus is time-division

multiplexed among the adapters.

Each adapter connects a single computer to the

communications bus. The adapter is a 15” square

-printed circuit board that mounts in any 1/O slot of
the computer chassis. Each adapter has a unique |

-jumper-selectable number from 1 to 15 which is used ©
to identify it in data transfers to and from other

computers in the multiprocessor system. »

The multiprocessor communications adapter contains

‘two distinct devices, a transmitter and a receiver,

which allow for the independent transmission and

reception of data. Kach device is connected separately

to the data channel. The program need only set up a

‘device for sending or receiving, and all transfers to
and from memory are then handled automatically by
the data channel hardware.

A processor with an MCA can establish a link

_ between. its transmitter and any |

designates, provided that the receiving adapter has

receiver it

been initialized for reception. Upon receipt of the first

data word from a transmitting adapter, the receiver

will “lock” onto that transmitter and_ will

subsequently accept further data only from that

transmitter. An I/O instruction must be issued by the

receiving processor to “unlock” the receiver so that it.

can receive data from another transmitter.

The MCA makes special provision for graceful system

degradation in the case of hardware or software

failure. The communications bus is designed in such a

way that any one of the interconnected computers can

be stopped or have its power switched off without

affecting the other computers still in operation. If a

transmitter attempts to transmit data to an
unavailable receiver, a timeout interrupt will occur

approximately 10 milliseconds later, after the

transmitter has made several thousand attempts to

transmit the data. If the receiver is unavailable

because it is locked to another transmitter, a lockout

indicator will be set when the timeout interrupt

occurs. The transmitter may be restarted for further

attempts or the data may be routed to a different

receiver.

‘The size and nature of the data transmission can
follow any convention established by the user; no

particular structure is forced by the hardware design.

In a relatively simple system in which the size and

nature of the data blocks to be transferred is always

known in advance, the receiver can simply initialize

itself to accept the next block at the completion of the

previous transmission.
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If the exact size and nature of the data blocks is.

determined dynamically, a control block specifying

the nature of a transfer can be transmitted before the

actual data block. With such a convention, the

receiver initializes itself to accept a control block of

standard format and unlocks itself. The first word

transferred to the receiver locks it to the sending

transmitter until explicitly unlocked by the program.

Thus, once the first word in a control block is

received, the receiver is locked to that transmitter

and can be initialized to accept subsequent data blocks

from that transmitter.

Alternatively, the control block from adapter A to

adapter B can be a request for data. Adapter B’s

transmitter can start sending the desired data while

its receiver is reinitialized to accept a new control

block. The hardware in no way distinguishes between

data and control blocks.

An MCA network can operate in one of two

jumper-selectable modes: either normal mode or fast

mode. A network operating in normal mode can

transmit up to 312,500 words per second, and may

contain up to 15 processors with a maximum

communications bus cable length of 150 feet. A

network operating in fast mode can transmit up to

I-2

500,000 words per second, and may contain up to 4

processors with a maximum communications bus

cable length of 40 feet. For either type of network, the

communications bus is shared equally among the

active logical links. If there are 4 logical links

established and communications are proceeding on

all, each link receives 1/4 of the communications bus

time. Data transfer rates are primarily determined by

the response time of the processors’ data channel

facilities. The maximum data transfer rate will be

obtained only when a large number of links are active

concurrently. A detailed analysis of the data transfer

rates supported by the MCA is contained in Section II.

The multiprocessor communications adapter may be

used in a wide variety of applications where it is

convenient to partition the job. In a typical

multiprocessor system, one computer might handle a

number of data communications lines while another

preprocesses data, and a third performs the actual

computations. Such a system is often less expensive

and far more flexible than any single medium- to

large-scale computer capable of meeting all- the job

requirements. In addition, because several compatible

processors are used, the system provides its own

backup in case of failure.



SECTION Wn
‘LOGICAL ORGANIZATION

INTRODUCTION

The multiprocessor communications adapter sub-

system provides a facility for data to be transferred

from one computer to another, a block at a time, using

the computers’ data channel facilities. Each MCA

consists of two separate devices, a transmitter and a

receiver, which allow for the independent

transmission and reception of data.

Hach transmitter and receiver contains an address

register, a word count register, and a, status register.

The address register is initialized ‘to contain the

memory location of the first word to be transferred,

and the word count register is initialized to contain

the two’s complement of the number of words to be

transferred. The transmitter registers must be

initialized by the transmitting processor, and the

receiver registers must be initialized by the receiving

processor.

- When a transmitter and the receiver with which it

wants to communicate have been properly initialized,

data transmission begins. Upon receipt of the first

data word, the receiver locks onto the transmitter,

and will accept data only from that transmitter until

the receiver is explicitly unlocked. Data transmission

continues until the word count register of either the

transmitter or receiver increments to 0.

The computers in an MCA network are connected, in

- daisy-chain fashion, to a single communications bus.

Each MCA has two ports, OUT and IN, for connection

to the communications bus. The OUT port of one

MCA is connected to the IN port of the next MCA in
the daisy chain. The MCA which does not have

another MCA connected to its IN port is referred to as

the “leftmost” adapter, and the MCA which does not

have another MCA connected to its OUT port is

referred to as the “rightmost” adapter.

The signals on the communications bus can be

grouped into four categories based on the type of

information they carry. The four categories are status

signals, data signals, timing signals, and priority

control signals. The status signals (S-CPU [0-7,12-15])

are used to establish transmitter-receiver pairings

and to transfer status information such as the states

of the transmitter and receiver word count registers

from one computer to another. The data portion of the

communications bus (CPU [0-15]) is used to transmit

16 data bits in parallel from one computer to another.

The timing signals are used to ensure that only one

transmitter-receiver pair is using the communi- ©

cations bus at any given time and to control the

transfer of status information and data between that —

transmitter-receiver pair. The priority control signals

determine which of the active transmitters will be

given access to the bus, using a round- robin priority

scheme. -
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TIMING STATES.

An MCA network can operate in one of two modes:
normal mode or fast mode. A network operating in

normal mode has a basic cycle time of 3.2

microseconds and a maximum data transfer rate of |

312,500 words per second. A network operating in fast

mode has a basic cycle time of 2.0 microseconds and a

maximum data transfer rate of 500,000 words per

second. a Dg :

The “leftmost” adapter in an MCA _ subsystem

determines the operating mode of the network, based

on its jumper settings, and generates the timing

signals for the communications bus. The timing

signals are CPU PHASE and CPU STROBE. Each MCA

further divides these signals into two phases,

STATUS PHASE and DATA PHASE, and two strobes,

STATUS STROBE and DATA STROBE. The relationship |

of the timing signals for normal mode and fast mode is

as follows: oe

CPU PHASE

CPU STROBE

STATUS PHASE

DATA PHASE Ba, |

STATUS STROBE

-+— 2.0 SEC — { |
_ aa J 1.2 pSEC OF

16
— le— 100NS

— — 300NS
_

‘DATA STROBE

DG-02778

——! <— 100NS

I PLbi i

<— 300NS"4

CPU PHASE

STATUS PHASE I

DATA PHASE

STATUS STROBE td

DATA STROBE

DG-02780

: -— 1.0 pp SEC :| B as Oa 1.0 £2 SEC _.|
| |
| . |7 of of

CPU STROBE | | |
} : | |



During the status phase the transmitter which is
currently using the communications bus places its _
identifying number, the identifying number of the.

receiver to which it wishes to transmit data, and an-

indicator of the status of the transmitter’s word count
register on the status portion of the communications

bus. The specified receiver then places a positive or

negative acknowledgment, an indicator of whether or >

not the receiver is locked to a transmitter, and the

status of the receiver’s word count register on the

status portion of the communications bus. The status

indicators for the transmitter’s and receiver’s word

count registers will be set to 1 if the next data word is

the last word to be transmitted or received before that

word count increments to 0.

The status strobe is used to clock the status of the
-receiver’s word count register and lock into the

transmitter’s status register. In addition, if the

receiver issued a positive acknowledgment, the status

strobe is used to clock the transmitter’s identifying

number and the status of the transmitter’s word

count register into the receiver's status register.

During the data phase, the transmitter places the

data bits of the word to be transmitted on the data

portion of the communications bus. If the receiver

issued a positive acknowledgment, the receiver clocks

the data bits on the communications bus into its

receive data register with the data strobe and

initiates a data channel request. The receiver must

transfer the data word to its processor via the data

channel facility before it can receive another word

from the transmitter. The data strobe is also used by

the transmitter to initiate a data channel request to

its processor for the next data word, if any, to be

transmitted.

IL-3

PRIORITY SYSTEM
When a transmitter is ready to transmit a data word
after retrieving the word from its processor via the

data channel facility, the transmitter issues a request

for the communications bus. This request is issued at

the beginning of a data phase. During the data phase,

the priority ripples from the transmitter currently

using the communications bus to the first transmitter

requesting the bus to the “right” of the current

transmitter, using the signal REQP. If the “rightmost”

transmitter is not requesting the bus, priority returns

to the “leftmost” transmitter. The transmitter

currently using the communications bus cannot

request the bus again during this data phase. If no

transmitter is requesting the communications bus,

the “leftmost” transmitter has highest priority when

a request for the bus is made. -

The highest priority transmitter requesting the
communications bus becomes active to use the bus at

the beginning of the next status phase.

Within a single MCA, the receiver has higher priority

than the transmitter for both data channel service

and program interrupt service.



DATA THROUGHPUT

If several transmitter-receiver pairs are competing for

the use of the communications bus, the maximum

data transfer rate of 312,500 words per second in

normal mode or 500,000 words per second in fast mode

may be obtained. However, in general the data

transfer rates are primarily determined by the speed

of the processor’s data channel facilities.

Consider an MCA subsystem with a single active

transmitter-receiver pair. Assume that the trans-

mitter gets the bus at time T,, and the receiver issues

a positive acknowledgment. At time Te, the receiver

requests a data channel cycle to store the data word,

and the transmitter requests a data channel cycle to

obtain the next data word.

The first time that the transmitter could request the

bus again is T;. However, the transmitter can request

the bus at T’; only if it has completed a data channel

access in the time interval AT,. For an MCA

subsystem operating in normal mode, AT, is 2.1

microseconds, and for an MCA subsystem operating

in fast mode, AT, is 1.1 microseconds. With no data

channel latency, a data channel cycle for a typical

processor takes 1.0 microseconds using the high-speed

data channel facility and 2.0 microseconds using the

standard data channel facility. In any case, it is

unlikely that the data channel cycle can be completed

by Ts. In general, the transmitter must wait until

time T, or later to request the communications bus,

where AT, is 5.3 microseconds for an MCA subsystem

operating in normal mode and AT. is 3.1

microseconds for an MCA subsystem operating in fast

mode. The respective data transfer rates are

1/9.6 microseconds = 100,000 words per second in

normal mode and 1/6.0 microseconds = 165,000 words

per second in fast mode.

. , if _ : .

DATA PHASE — = |

| | |

| | | |

DATA STROBE —4 oo : | —

| }o—— AT, ———» |
| [. [ _!
| \* AT, >|
| ' | |

T, % T9 T3 T4

DG-02779
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THE MULTIPROCESSOR COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER (MCA)

TRANSMIT subsystem allows the connection of up to fifteen NOVA and/or

DATA | DATA | | a COMMUNICATIONS / ECLIPSE line computers to form a multiprocessor system. Each MCA

INPUT/OUTPUT | . DRIVERS ; | - BUS . consists of two independent devices, a transmitter and a receiver,

BUS | SJ) : | a a | _ ee | | a | which are separately connected to the computer’s I/O bus. A single

, | timing generator located on the ‘‘leftmost’’ MCA in the system
_ coordinates the activities of the transmitters and receivers in the MCA

network. The priority control logic determines which transmitter in the

MCA network has access to the shared communications bus at any

/O BUS é. a . . . given time.
RECEIVERS TRANSMITTER

ADDRESS

REGISTER | a | oO | | The transmitter transfers 16- bit data words in parallel from the 0
| bus via the data channel to the transmit data register. When a data

word has been loaded into the transmit data register, the transmitter

| | | RET | | - requests the use of the shared communications bus. Subsequently,

TRANSMITTER | TRANS- INACTIVE . when the transmitter is given access to the communications bus, the
WORD COUNT | MITTER , ONT ROL | transmitter places its identifying number, the identifying number of the
REGISTER CONTROL | trans LOGIC , Oo receiver to which it wants to transmit data, and the status of its word

LOGIC

bus. If the receiver status included a positive acknowledgment, the

transmitter then requests another data word from the computer via

the data channel: otherwise, the transmitter requests to: use the

0 BUS : | - communications bus again ona later cycle to try to transmit the same

CONTROL |. | . . STATUS data. The transmitter control logic maintains the transmitter’s address,

MULTI- , DRIVERS . : word count, and status registers, including a timeout indicator,

PLEXOR i RECEIVER VA. acves | ~ 7 coordinates the transmitter’s data channel activities, and generates

REGISTER . | | 7 requests tou use the communications bus.

The receiver contro! logic maintains the receiver's address, word
| RCVRACTVSET : 7 ae + -*. count, and status registers, including a lock and a timeout indicator;

SEORD COUNT | a | coordinates the receiver’s data channel activities, and monitors the

REGISTER a Fe | status portion of the communications bus for requests to: transmit

RECEIVER : : | oo , data to this receiver. When such a transmission request is detected,

CONTROL | , the receiver reads the status of the transmitter from the status portion

RECEIVER LOGIC | | | of the communications bus into its receiver status register. The
ADDRESS | ve receiver responds by placing the status of its lock, the status of its

REGISTER oo word count register, and a positive or negative acknowledgment on

. | | | the status portion of the communications bus. The receiver will issue a

INPUT/OUTPUT | | | | | : positive acknowledgment if the receiver is not locked, or if it is locked

BUS | STATUS | | _ : to the transmitter that initiated the request, and if the receive data

RECEIVE DATA | register is not in use asa result of. a previous transmission.

DATA . DATA — Subsequently, if the receiver issued a positive acknowledgment, the

REGISTER — oY RECEIVERS _ | receiver will. transfer a 16-bit data word in parallel from the data

portion of the communications bus to the receive data register. The

receiver will then issue a data channel request to transfer the data

from the receive data register through the I/O bus control multiplexor

to the data channel of the I/O bus.

DG-02532 | |

The Busy and Done logic and the address, word count, and status

registers of the transmitter and receiver allow the program to

determine i in detail the status of the MCA subsystem.
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SECTION III |

PROGRAMMING

INTRODUCTION

The multiprocessor communications adapter provides

a facility for data to be transferred, a block at a time,

from one computer to another in a network consisting

of up to fifteen NOVA and/or ECLIPSE line com-

puters. One MCA is installed in each computer. The

MCA communicates with that computer over its I/O

bus and with adapters in the other computers in the

network over a common communications bus.

A data transfer from one computer to another must be

initiated by both the transmitting and receiving

processors using programmed I/O instructions. The

actual data transfer uses the data channel facilities of

the respective computers.

Each MCA consists of two distinct devices, a

transmitter and a receiver, which allow for the

independent transmission and reception of data. Each

device has its own device code and separate data

channel connection, with the receiver having higher

priority than the transmitter. The transmitter and

receiver share a common identifying number, selected

with jumpers, which is used to distinguish that MCA

and associated computer in communications with |

other computers in the network.

Each transmitter and receiver contains an address

register, a word count register, and a status register.

The address register is initialized to contain the

memory location of the first word to be transferred,

and the word count register is initialized to contain

the two’s complement of the number of words to be

transferred. The transmitter registers must be

initialized by the transmitting processor, and the

receiver registers must be initialized by the receiving

processor. |

The transmitting processor specifies the identifying
number of the receiver to which it wishes to transmit

data. Then, if both the transmitter and receiver have

been turned on and their address and word count

registers initialized, data transmission begins. Upon

receipt of the first data word, the receiver locks onto

the transmitter, and will accept data only from that

transmitter until the receiver is explicitly unlocked

with an J/O instruction. Data transmission continues

until the number of words transmitted equals the

smaller of the transmitter word count and the

receiver word count.

Both the transmitter and receiver have a timeout

indicator which is set to 1, generating an interrupt, if

data transmission has been initiated but no new data

has been transferred for approximately 10

milliseconds. If the specified receiver has not been

initialized or is locked to another transmitter, the

transmitter will generate a timeout interrupt

approximately 10 milliseconds after the transmitter is

turned on. In all other cases, a timeout interrupt

indicates some form of hardware or software failure.

.The size and nature of the data transmission can

follow any convention established by the software of

the multiprocessor system, from messages composed

of only standard-length blocks to messages composed

of standard-length control blocks and arbitararily-

sized data blocks, where the sizes of the data blocks

are specified in the control blocks.

III-1 of 12



INSTRUCTIONS

The multiprocessor communications adapter contains

two independent devices, a transmitter and a

receiver. The transmitter contains a 16-bit address

register, a 16-bit word count register, a 14-bit status

register, and a 16-bit transmit data register. The

receiver contains a 16-bit address register, a 16-bit

word count register, a 12-bit status register, and a

16-bit receive data register.

Eleven instructions are used to program the MCA.

Eight of these instructions are used to load and read

the contents of the transmitter’s. and receiver’s

address and word count registers. Two instructions

are used to read the transmitter’s and receiver’s

status registers. The remaining instruction is used to

specify the receiver to which the transmitter wishes
to transmit data. : |

The transmitter and receiver have separate Busy and

Done flags. The transmitter’s Busy flag is set to 1

when the transmitter is turned on and attempting to

transmit data. The transmitter’s Done flag is set to 1

when transmission is terminated as a result of a

timeout condition or the word count increasing to 0

for either the transmitter or the receiver to which it

was transmitting data. An I/O RESET will turn off

the transmitter, remove the transmitter from

diagnostic mode, and set the Transmitter Count Done

and Timeout indicators in the transmitter’s status

register to 0. The three transmitter device flag

commands are used as follows:

=§ Set the Busy flag to 1 and the Done flag. to > 0, set
the Transmitter Count Done and Timeout

indicators in the transmitter status register to

0, and turn on the transmitter.

f=C Set the Busy and Done flags to 0, set the
| Transmitter Count Done and Timeout

indicators in the transmitter status register to

0, and turn off the transmitter.

f=P Step the internal clock (CLK) in diagnostic

mode.

The receiver’s Busy flag is set to 1 when the receiver is

turned on and enabled to receive data. The receiver’s

Done flag is set to 1 when reception is terminated as a

result of a timeout condition or the word count

increasing to 0 for either the receiver or the

transmitter from which it was receiving data. An I/O

RESET will turn off the receiver, set the contents of

the receiver’s address and word count registers to 0,

and set the Transmitter Count Done, Receiver Count

Done, Receiver Lock, and Timeout indicators in the

receiver status register to 0. The receiver device flag

commands are used as follows:

f=S Set the Busy flag to 1 and the Done flag to 0, set

the Transmitter Count Done, Receiver Count

Done, and Timeout indicators in the receiver

status register to 0, and enable the receiver to

accept data.

f=C Set the Busy and Done flags to 0, set the

_ Transmitter Count Done, Receiver Count Done,

Receiver Lock, and Timeout indicators in the

receiver status register to 0, and turn off the

receiver.

| f=P Noeffect.

ITI-2



Primary Mnemonic

Transmitter... ee ee ee MCAT
| Receiver . er . . MCAR

| Primary Device Code —
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ol1 2. stets7!) et oli’ a ati ta 15

Read Transmitter Status (DIC to MCAT)

(DOA to MCAR)

_|
14°15

Load Receiver Address Register

MEMORY £ ADDRESS
__| 4 | and

314° 5—
L 1 |

ola Teo Tao 1. 12113 '

Load Receiver Word Count (DOB to MCAR)

- WORD COUNT
f } I

St et7t et oli" 11

RECEIVER TRANSMITTER : dae

“2° 314° 5° 6 Il 7ol

Read Receiver Address Register (DIA to MCAR)

1 MEMORY ADDRESS
I af ! A

8 .

j | Ly a

314 5° 617 9 | 10

Read Receiver Word Count

- WORD COUNT
— +

8
| eT 7 9170

§, C, AND P FUNCTIONS

MCAT

S Set the Busy flag to 1 and the Done flag to O, set the

Transmitter Count Done and Timeout indicators in the

transmitter status register to O, and turn on the

: transmitter. 7

Set the Busy and Done flags to O, set the Transmitter
Count Done and Timeout indicators in the transmitter

status register to O, and turn off the transmitter.

P Step the internal clock (CLK) in diagnostic mode.

MCAR |

| RECEIVER | TRANSMITTER = pwase pia] TIMELRCvA TT CNTR CNT]

of12+5314 ° 5 +617 14° 12113 ' 14° 15

Read Transmitter Address Register (DIA to MCAT)

| _ MEMORY ADDRESS |
ofl1'2 3t14'5 +617. 8. 9410'1411 12114314 «15

Read Transmitter Word Count (DIB to MCAT)

| - WORD COUNT
i | __ | l | | ! i 4 | |

ota a abate ty eo tt 1 12113 14 «15

S Set the Busy flag to 1 and the Done flag to O, set the

Transmitter Count Done, Receiver Count Done, and

Timeout indicators in the receiver status register to O,

and enable the receiver to accept data.

Set the Busy and Done flags to O, set the Transmitter

Count Done, Receiver Count Done, Receiver Lock, and

Timeout indicators in the receiver status register to O,

and turn off the receiver.

No effect.
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CODING AIDS

In the descriptions of the separate instructions, the |

general form in which the instruction is coded in

assembly language is given along with the instruction

format and the description of the instruction. The

general form in which an instruction may be coded

has the following format:

MNEMONIC [optional mnemonic] ac, DEVICE

The mnemonic must be coded exactly as shown in the

instruction description. The optional mnemonic may

be appended to the main mnemonic if the option is

desired. |

Square brackets “[ 1” or “f J” along with boldface- and

italic-printed symbols are used in this manual to aid

in defining the instructions. These conventions are

used to help describe how an instruction should be

written so that it can be recognized by the assembler

and translated into the correct binary, or machine

language, representation. Their general definition is

given below.

[],f] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed

symbol is an optional operand or mnemonic.

The operand enclosed in the brackets (e.g., [fl )

may be coded or not, depending on whether « or

not the associated option is desired.

BOLD Operands or mnemonics printed in boldface
must be coded exactly as shown. For example,

the mnemonic for the DATA IN A instruction

is coded DIA. |

italic Operands or mnemonics printed in italics
require a specific substitution. Replace the

symbol with the number of a_ desired

accumulator, or address, or with a _ user-

defined symbol that the assembler recognizes

as a specific name, address, number, or

mnemonic. |

The following abbreviations are used throughout this

manual:

AC = Accumulator

= Flag Control Function

When describing the format of a word involved in an

information transfer between the computer and the

MCA, the various fields and bits in the word are

labeled with names descriptive of their functions. Bits

in the word which are not used by the MCA are

shaded. Shaded bits are ignored on output and set to 0

on input.

Specify Receiver

DOC [fl ac,MCAT

fo 1 tf] ac {i to} Fo fo 0 0 1 1 0
ol1 2°5314' 5: 617° 8: 9410' 11° 12113 14° 15

Bits 0-3 of the specified accumulator are used to select

the receiver to which the transmission will be

directed. Bit 11 of the specified AC controls whether |

the MCA is in diagnostic mode. If bit 11 is 1, the MCA

is placed in diagnostic mode with the internal clock

stopped. If bit 11 is 0, the MCA is placed in online

mode with the internal clock running. Bits 4-10 and

bits 12-15 of the AC are ignored. After the receiver

and mode of operation have been selected, the

function specified by F is performed. The contents of

the specified AC remain unchanged. The format of the

specified AC is as follows: |

| Bits | Name Contents

0-3 Receiver | The identifying number of the receiver to

which any subsequent transmissions are to be

directed.

4-10 ---- Reserved for future use.

11 Diagnostic | The mode of operation of the MCA as follows:

Mode O Online mode

1 Diagnostic mode

12-15 ---- Reserved for future use.

Load Transmitter Address Register

DOA [f] ac, MCAT

}O 1 1] AC Jo 1 Of O00 1 tO]
l | a I 4 __| l 1

1 2 314: 5 617° 8 9410 42113 —

Bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator are placed in the

transmitter’s address register. After the transfer, the

function specified by F is performed. The contents of

the specified AC remain unchanged. The format of the

specified AC is as follows:

| 7 MEMORY ADDRESS _
____}, l l l

ola 2°34 at a | yt at otto" W612413°14°«15,

Bits | Name Contents

0-15 Memory | The location of the next word in memory to be

Address transmitted.
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Load Transmitter Word Count

DOB [fl ac,MCAT

jo 1 1] Ac ]1 0 OF F {O 0 0 1 1, OF
I | 1 | r | ! ie 1 | |

ola’ 2'314°5 617° 8: 9410 > 11° 12113' 140 «15

Bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator are placed in the

transmitter’s word count register. After the transfer,

the function specified by F is performed. The contents

of the specified AC remain unchanged. The format of

the specified AC is as follows:

| ~ -WORD COUNT | |
| | | l | 1 l | l l l l | | .

ola 2+>3t14 +5 6/17 +8 #9110 +11. «12113 «14 °«15

Bits | Name | Contents

| 0-15 - Word | The two’s complement of the number of
Count words to be transmitted.

Read Transmitter Status

DIC /[f] ae, MCAT

;o 1 1} ac {1 0 1] F 000 1 1 O|
, l l l { 1 | | | l l |

ol1'2 + 3t4 +35 +617 °8. 9 10° 11° 12 113° 14° 15

TH-5

The contents of the transmitter’s status register are

placed in bits 0-7 and bits 10-15 of the specified

accumulator. Bits 8-9 of the AC are set to 0. After. the

transfer, the function specified by F is performed. The

format of the specified AC is as follows:

|_RECEIVER | TRANSMITTER |: Soe [etel So
of 1 2 314° 5 617 135 140515

Bits | Name | Contents

0-3 Receiver | The identifying number of the receiver to

which transmissions are directed.

4-7 |Transmitter| The identifying number of this transmitter.

8-9 ---- Reserved for future use.

10 Phase If in online mode, zero. \

If in diagnostic mode, the state of the phase

clock (DATA PHASE) as follows:

O Low or Data phase

1 High or Status phase

11 Diagnostic | The mode of operation of the MCA as follows:

Mode O Online mode | |

1 Diagnostic mode

12 Timeout | If the bit is 1, data transmisson has been

attempted, but the selected receiver has not

accepted data for 10 milliseconds. At the

beginning of a block transfer, this bit set to 1

indicates that the processor at the receiving

end has not initialized the receiver, or that the

| receiver is locked to another transmitter. Ifa

block transfer is already in progress, this bit

set to 1 indicates hardware or software failure.

13 | Receiver | If the bit is 1, the receiver identified in bits 0-3
Lock is locked to either this transmitter or some

other transmitter.

14 jTransmitter] If the bit is 1, the transmitter has sent the last

~ Count. | word of a block as specified by its word count

Done register.

15 Receiver | If the bit is 1, the receiver has received the last

Count word of a block as specified by its word count

Done register.



Read Transmitter Address Register |

DIA [f1 ac,MCAT

| 0 1} ac | 0 om | F 10 0.0 1 0|
| I N a __! | |

ol1°2°'°314'°5 617°—- 9/10 11° 12113 14° «15

The contents of the transmitter’s address register are
placed in bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator. After

the transfer, the function specified by F is performed.

The format of the specified AC is as follows:

| MEMORY ADDRESS 1 | _ |
l | | 1. ij |

ata at ata att tt tie 1112113 «14°«15

Bits Name | Contents

0-15 | Memory: | The location of the next word in memory to be

Address | transmitted. °

Read Transmitter Word Count

DIB [fl ac,MCAT

| 0.0 0 1)
38) 10’ nN

1 Of9]
12113 14° 155

The contents of the transmitter’s word count register

are placed in bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator.

After the transfer, the function specified by F is_

performed. The format of the. specified AC is as

follows:

| WORD COUNT |
I | J l | _| ! | l iz !

ola 2 314° 57 6 | 7° 8S ati" 11°12: 113 14015

Bits | Name Contents

0-15 -Word | The two’s complement of the number of
. Count | words yet to be transmitted.

Load Receiver Address Register

DOA [fl ac, MCAR

1

12113 —

1

+
14,

1

5

| Ac |
'

0 0 0

+——|
10, «11

©4

2 314 5666.1 7 1

Bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator are placed in the

receiver’s address register. After the transfer, the

function specified by F is performed. The contents of

the specified AC remain unchanged. The format of the

specified AC is as follows:

| yt MEMORY ADDRESS Li Ly
ol1' 2° 314' 5 617° 8 9110.11 12113 14° «15

Bits | Name | Contents

0-15 | Memory | The location in memory where the next word

Address | received is to be stored.

Load Receiver Word Count

DOB [fi ac,MCAR

0 O O
J | | l

10° 11— 1214135 14° 15

Bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator are plced in the

receiver’s word count register. After the transfer, the

function specified by F is performed. The contents of

the specified AC remain unchanged. The format of the

' specified AC is as follows:

ITI-6

| oo -WORD COUNT
l l L. | 1 l | | i I J

ola 2 314° 5.617° 8' 911011 1241305 140 15

Bits | Name Contents

0-15 -Word |The two’s complement of the number of

Count words to be received.



Read Receiver Status

DIC [fl ac, MCAR

L 1 TT AC [1
> 1 :

5

i

0 3 14

The contents of the receiver’s status register are
placed in bits 0-7 and bits 12-15 ‘of the specified

Read Receiver Address Register

DIA [fl ac, MCAR Sa

| 0 | | 1 | AC | 0, Oo 1 | F Q 0 9 l | | | | ‘|
ola 2°34" 5°) 67° 891100 1° 121135 14° 15

The contents of the receiver’s address register are

accumulator. Bits 8-11 ‘of the AC are set to 0. After the

transfer, the function specified by F is performed. The

format of the specified AC is as follows: °

| RECEIVER TRANSMITTER fF: |

o for 2°34 > 5° 67 130 14° «15 |

Bits | Name ‘Contents

0-3 | Receiver | The identifying number of this receiver.

4-7 |Transmitter}| The identifying number of the transmitter to.
which the receiver is or was most recently

locked.

8-17 ---- Reserved for future use.

12 Timeout | If the bit is 1, data transmission to this receiver
has been in progress, but no new data has |

been received for 10. milliseconds, indicating a.

| hardware or software failure. _ os

13. ]| Receiver jlf the bit is 1, the receiver is locked to the.

Lock _ | transmitter identified in bits 4-7.

14> -{Transmitter] If the bit is 1, the transmitter has sent the last
~ |. Count | word of a block as specified by its word count |

Done register. : |

15. | Receiver {lf the bit is 1, the receiver has received the last -
~ Count word of a block as specified by its word.count —

Done — |register. | |

IIl-7

placed in bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator. After

the transfer, the function specified by F is performed.

The format of the specified AC is as follows:

|... _, MEMORY ADDRESS |
ol1.2+>314 +5 :'617. 8 +9110 11 12113 14°. 15

Bits | Name Contents

0-15 | Memory | The location in memory where the next word
Address | received is to be stored.

Read Receiver Word Count

DIB [fi ac,MCAR :

jo 1 1] Ac jo 1 1] F 0.9 90 1 «1 1
oli 25 34° 5° 6l7° 8 9 10'11°12113 14 «15

The contents of the receiver’s word count register are
placed in bits 0-15 of the specified accumulator. After

the transfer, the function specified by F is performed.

The format of the specified AC is as follows:

_
‘an

14 °«15

-WORD COUNT
q

7
\
12 | 13

{ q

»> 6 | 8 9110 11.

Bits: | Name | - Contents

- Word

‘Count

0-15 The two’s complement of the number of
words yet to be received. :



PROGRAMMING

Since the MCA is actually two separate devices, the |

transmitter and receiver are discussed separately.

Transmitter

The transmitter is initialized by specifying the

receiver to which data is to be transmitted, the

location in memory which contains the first word to

be transmitted, and the two’s complement of the

number of words to be transmitted. The receiver to

which data is to be transmitted is specified with a

SPECIFY RECEIVER instruction (DOC). The location

in memory which contains the first word to be

transmitted is specified with a LOAD TRANS-

MITTER ADDRESS REGISTER instruction (DOA).

The two’s complement of the number of words to be

transmitted is specified with a LOAD TRANS-

MITTER WORD COUNT instruction (DOB). The

transmitter then can be turned on by setting its Busy

flag to 1 with a Start command. The Start command

can be appended to the last of the initializing

instructions.

ENTER

' BUSY

FLAG SET

TO 1

?

ISSUE CLEAR

COMMAND TO TURN

OFF TRANSMITTER

NO

SPECIFY RECEIVER

STARTING ADDRESS

~ AND WORD COUNT

it
START

TRANSMISSION

WITH START

COMMAND

EXIT

TRANSMITTER

INITIALIZATION

DG-02386

After the transmitter is turned on, it retrieves a word

from the memory location specified by its address

register and attempts to send this word to the

receiver specified by the last SPECIFY RECEIVER

instruction. If the receiver is locked to some other

transmitter, the Receiver Lock bit in_ the

transmitter’s status register is set to 1; otherwise the

Receiver Lock bit is set to 0. The transmitter

continues to attempt to send the data word to the

timeout occurs. A timeout will occur, and is indicated

by the Timeout bit in the transmitter’s status register

being set to 1, if the receiver has refused to accept the

word for at least 10 milliseconds. If the receiver

accepts the word before a timeout occurs, the receiver

locks onto the transmitter and the Receiver Lock bit

in the transmitter’s status register is set to 1.

After the receiver locks onto the transmitter, the

receiver until the transmission is successful or until a

ITI-8

transmitter sends the block of words retrieved from

the locations specified by its address register, and

increments both the address and word count registers

after sending each word. |

When the word count of either the transmitter or the

receiver increases to 0 or a timeout occurs, the data

transmission terminates. In addition, the trans-

mitter’s Busy flag is set to 0, its Done flag is set to 1,

and a program interrupt request is initiated.

The READ TRANSMITTER STATUS instruction

(DIC) can be used to determine the condition which

caused the transmission to terminate. If the Timeout

indicator is set to 1, the complete data block has not

been tranmitted. The READ TRANSMITTER

ADDRESS REGISTER instruction (DIA) or the READ

TRANSMITTER WORD COUNT instruction (DIB)

can be used to determine if any data words have been

transmitted. If the contents of either the address or

word count register is different from the value with

which it was initialized, some data has been

transferred, and a hardware or software failure at the

receiving processor resulted in the transmission being

terminated. If no data has been transferred, the

Receiver Lock bit in the transmitter’s status register

will be set to 1 if the specified receiver is locked to

another transmitter, and will be set to O if the

specified receiver has not been initialized or is

otherwise unable to accept the data. In either case, the

transmitter may make additional attempts to

transmit the block. The transmitter can be restarted

using a NO I/O TRANSFER instruction with a Start

command (NIOS MCAT); the contents of the address,

word count, and status registers remain unchanged.

If the Timeout indicator is set to 0, the transmission

terminated naturally with either the transmitter’s or

the specified receiver's word count increasing to 0. If

the Transmitter Count Done indicator in the

transmitter’s status register is set to 1, the entire data

block was sent to the receiver. If the Receiver Count

Done indicator is set to 1, the number of words in the

current block remaining to be sent to the receiver can

be determined with a READ TRANSMITTER WORD

COUNT instruction (DIB).

The Clear command will terminate the current block

transfer, if any is in progress, and turn off the

transmitter. In addition, the Transmitter Count Done

and Timeout indicators in the transmitter status

register are set to 0. Issuing a Clear command when a

block transfer is in progress can cause data loss.



ENTER

COMPLETE

— DATA BLOCK HAS

READ BEEN SENT
TRANSMITTER |

STATUS
YES

TRANS-

MITTER COUNT

DONE INDICATOR

SET TO 1

?

TIMEOUT
INDICATOR SET

TO 1

READ

TRANSMITTER RESTART TRANSMITTER

WORD COUNT WITH START COMMAND
| TO SEND REST OF DATA

BLOCK TO RECEIVER

EXIT

YES ( uaroware OR
SOFTWARE FAILURE

WORD

COUNT.

DIFFERENT FROM

INITIAL WORD

COUNT

?

RECEIVER LOCKED

TO SOME OTHER

TRANSMITTER, OR

NOT REINITIALIZED

7 LOCKOUT

INDICATOR SET

TO 1

RECEIVER

DISCONNECTED, NOT

INITIALIZED, OR POWER

OFF IN PROCESSOR
TRANSMITTER STATUS

DETERMINATON

DG-02387

Receiver

The receiver is initialized by specifying the location in

memory where the first word received is to be stored,

and the two’s complement of the maximum number of

words to be received. The location in memory where

the first word received is to be stored is specified with

a LOAD RECEIVER ADDRESS REGISTER

instruction (DOA). The two’s complement of the

maximum number of words to be received is specified

with a LOAD RECEIVER WORD COUNT instruction

(DOB). The receiver then can be turned on and

enabled to accept data by setting its Busy flag to 1

with a Start command. The Start command can be

appended to the second initializing instruction.

ENTER

BUSY

FLAG SET

TO 1

?

ISSUE CLEAR

COMMAND TO TURN

OFF RECEIVER

YES

NO

SPECIFY STARTING

ADDRESS AND

WORD COUNT

ENABLE

RECEPTION WITH

START COMMAND
RECEIVER

INITIALIZATION

EXIT

DG-02388

As soon as some transmitter sends a word to the

receiver, the receiver sets its Receiver Lock indicator

to 1, and will only accept data from that transmitter

until it is explicitly unlocked with a Clear command.

As each word is received, the receiver stores the word

in the memory location specified by its address

register, and increments both the address and word

count registers. The receiver will not accept a new

data word until the previous word has been stored.

When the word count of either the transmitter or the

receiver increases to 0 or a timeout occurs, the data

transmission terminates. In addition, the receiver’s

IiI-9

Busy flag is set to 0, its Done flag is set to 1, and a

program interrupt request is initiated.



The READ RECEIVER STATUS. instruction (DIC)

can be used to determine the condition which caused |

the transmission to terminate.

indicator is set to 1, the receiver has not received any

new data from the transmitter for at least 10

milliseconds,

failure at the transmitting processor. If the Timeout

indicator is set to 0, the transmission terminated

naturally with either the receiver’s or transmitter’s

If the Timeout .

indicating a hardware or software —

word count increasing to 0. If the Transmitter Count
Done indicator is set to 1, an entire data block has ©

been received. The number of words received can be
calculated by subtracting the initial contents of the

receiver word count register from the present

contents of the receiver word count register, as

determined with a READ RECEIVER WORD

COUNT instruction (DIB). If the Receiver Count Done
indicator is set to 1, the transmission terminated

when the receiver’s buffer filled. The transmission can

be continued, with the receiver still locked to the

transmitter, by reinitializing the receiver’s address

and word count registers and issuing a Start

command.

ENTER

READ RECEIVER

STATUS

HARDWARE

OR SOFTWARE

FAILURE

_ TIMEOUT

INDICATOR SET

TO 1 3

TRANS-

MITTER COUNT

DONE INDICATOR

SET TO 1
?

REINITIALIZE

STARTING ADDRESS

AND WORD COUNT

L
ENABLE FURTHER

RECEPTION FROM THIS

TRANSMITTER WITH

START COMMAND

EXIT

READ RECEIVER

WORD COUNT

COMPUTE NUMBER

OF WORDS RECEIVED

FURTHER

BLOCK FROM THIS
NO

TRANSMITTER

UNLOCK RECEIVER ?

WITH CLEAR COMMAND

| YES

REINITIALIZE

STARTING ADDRESS

AND WORD COUNT

|
ENABLE

RECEPTION WITH

START COMMAND

EXIT

RECEIVER STATUS
DETERMINATION

DG-02389
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The Clear command will terminate the current block

transfer, if any is in progress, and turn off the

receiver. In addition, the receiver is unlocked and
freed to accept data from any transmitter once the

next Start command is_ issued. Issuing a Clear

command when a block transfer is in progress can
cause data loss. |

Automatic Program Load

The MCA can be used for automatic program loading

from any other computer in the MCA network. An I/O

RESET instruction followed by an NIOS MCAR will

enable the receiver to accept up to 65,536 words of
data from any transmitter beginning at memory
location 0. If the computer is equipped with the

standard data channel program load option, the

following sequence of console operations will enable

the receiver to accept program load data from any

transmitter and to begin instruction execution at

location 8778:

1. Turn on power to the computer.

2. Press RESET.

Set data switches 10-15 to device code 7.

Set data switch 0 to 1 to indicate a data channel

load.

Press PROGRAM LOAD.



Diagnostic Mode |

To facilitate maintenance, ‘the MCA can be placed in
diagnostic mode with its internal clocks stopped. The
MCA logic can be tested under program control by

supplying - diagnostic control inputs, examining

appropriate outputs, and stepping the internal clocks.

The SPECIFY RECEIVER instruction (DOC) can be
used to place both the transmitter and receiver of an

MCA in diagnostic mode. The Pulse command can be

used to step the internal clock CLK in diagnostic mode.

The READ TRANSMITTER STATUS instruction

(DIC) can be used to determine the state of the phase
clock DATA PHASE | in diagnostic mode. |

Typically, an adapter is removed from an MCA
network before it is placed i in diagnostic mode. Placing
the “leftmost” adapter in diagnostic mode without |
removing it from the network will, in effect, place the

entire network in diagnostic mode since all the timing

signals within an MCA network are supplied by the

adapter. Placing any other adapter in“leftmost”

diagnostic mode without removing it from the

network will set the Diagnostic Mode indicator in

that MCA’s transmitter status register to 1, but will

not affect the operating mode of the network.

CONSIDERATIONS

Due to delays in the transmitter status logic, the
READ TRANSMITTER STATUS instruction (DIC)

should not be issued for 6 microseconds after the

transmitter’s Done flag is set to 1. This delay is usually

inherent in the interrupt service routine entry

procedure.

Both the transmitter address register and the receiver |

address register are sixteen bits wide. For a standard

NOVA 3 computer, the high-order bit in the address

registers can be used to select the data channel map to —

be used in memory references. For a modified NOVA 8

computer with 64K memory, the high-order bit can be.

used to select the upper or lower 32K of memory to be >

used in memory references. For all other Data General

computers, the high- order bit in the address registers
is ignored.
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SECTION IV.

INSTALLATION

INTRODUCTION

An MCA subsystem consists of an adapter for each

computer in the network and a common communi-

cations bus. The communications bus provides a

daisy-chain connection to each adapter, connecting

the OUT port of one adapter to the IN port of the next

adapter in the chain. The MCA which does not have

another MCA connected to its IN port is referred to as

the “leftmost” adapter, and the MCA which does not

have another MCA connected to its OUT port is

referred to as the “rightmost” adapter. Communi-

cations bus terminator boards are connected to the IN

port of the “leftmost” adapter and the OUT port of the

“rightmost” adapter to provide terminator logic for

the communications bus.

CAUTION MCA’s from the 4206. series
should not be used in the same network with

_MCA’s from the 4038 series. :

CA...

‘MULTIPROCESSOR

COMMUNICATIONS
se

“RIGHTMOST”

ADAPTER

TERMINATOR

BOARD

IN

PORT

COMPUTER

CHASSIS

MULTIPROCESSOR

COMMUNICATIONS

ADAPTER

iN .

COMMUNICATIONS

BUS EXTERNAL

CABLE

MULTIPROCESSOR

COMMUNICATIONS

, ADAPTER

MULTIPROCESSOR

_ COMMUNICATIONS

_ ADAPTER

“LEFTMOST”

ADAPTER

DG-02390
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_ There are three situations which can accompany the

installation of a multiprocessor communications

adapter system:

1.

several computers and other equipment as a

complete multiprocessor computer system already

installed and shipped in equipment cabinets.

An MCA subsystem, including several adapters

and communications bus cables, was purchased for

on site installation in an existing computer system.

An additional MCA was purchased for insertion
into an existing MCA subsystem.

In the first case, the complete multiprocessor system

will be assembled and tested at the factory and then

shipped in the equipment cabinets. In general, such a

system needs only to be placed in position and can be

operated after all the padding is removed from inside

and from around the equipment. _

In the second and third cases, however, the on site

installation of an MCA subsystem often includes a

whole spectrum of steps ranging from straight-

forward tasks like inserting the adapters in their slots

and cabling them together to the more subtle task of

assigning system priorities at the hardware level.

Procedures for the on site installation of an MCA

subsystem are contained in this chapter and are

arranged in an orderly installation sequence. Some

sections, notably the section on choosing a slot for the

MCA, are meant only to be a guide and cannot give

hard, fast answers to questions that will be unique for

each MCA subsystem.

The MCA equipment was purchased together with —

IV-2

INSTALLING AN MCA SUBSYSTEM

Installing an MCA subsystem involves unpacking the

boards and their internal cables, installing jumpers on

each board, installing the boards in the computers,

and cabling the system together.

Unpacking

NOTE Do NOT unpack cartons damaged in
shipping unless specifically directed to do so by

a representative of the carrier or of Data

General Corporation.

The MCA i is shipped it in the packing kit shown below.
Save all the packing materials. To unpack the MCA,

slit the sealing tapes of the packing container in a way

that does not endanger the printed circuit board

inside. Handle the board carefully and particularly

avoid flexing it.

ONE 15x15"

BOARD SHOWN IN

ITS PLASTIC BAG

TAPE

(BOTH

DIRECTIONS)

PRE-PACK

CARDBOARD

. FOLDER

129-000013

ONE BOARD

SHOWN PACKED

AND SEALED

IN CARDBOARD

FOLDER

129-000013

FOAM SHEET

STYROFOAM

“FLOW PACK”

SHIPPING

CARTON

“FLOW PACK” 29-000062
— FOAM SHEETS

_ BOARDS

(PRE-PACKED)*

MULTIPLE PACKING--UP TO THREE (3) 15 IN.X 15 IN.

BOARDS, ENCLOSED IN PLASTIC BAGS AND SEALED

IN PRE-PACKED FOLDERS AS SHOWN, CAN BE PUT IN

SHIPPING CARTON NUMBER 129-000062. FOR FOUR

(4) TO SEVEN (7) BOARDS, USE SHIPPING CARTON

NUMBER 129-00001 2.



Power Requirements

Bach MCA draws 3.4 amps at +5 volts de. Before
installing an MCA in a computer chassis, determine

the total +5 volt current drawn by the boards in that

chassis to ensure that sufficient +5 volt current is

available for the MCA. In addition, if the computer

chassis has separate fuses for groups of adjacent slots,

ensure that the +5 volt current drawn by the boards
in the group of slots in which the MCA is placed does

not exceed the rating of the fuse for that group of slots.

Choosing a Slot
The MCA can be placed in ‘any available I/O slot of a
Data General computer. Its position with respect to

other I/O controllers mounted in the computer will, in

general, determine the priority of the MCA in the

data channel and the program interrupt priority

chains. Unless modifications have been made on the

backpanel to change the priority structures, highest

priority in both the data channel and program

interrupt chains is assigned to the controller mounted

lowest in the chassis. Each other controller is assigned

a lower priority in turn than the controller mounted

immediately underneath it. |

When boards. are installed or removed from the.

computer chassis, it is important to preserve the

integrity of the data channel and program interrupt

systems. Memories and other boards that do not use

either or both of the enabling signals, DCHP and INTP,

pass them across their slots with no interference. It is

important to note that an open slot can prevent any

controllers further along the chain from requesting

service. And so the priority signals for both the data

channel and the interrupt chains should be jumpered

across the empty slots using the wire wrap pins on the |

backpanel. Empty slots located physically above the

top controller of the main chassis do not normally

require the jumpers unless an expansion chassis or

other I/O bus extension is being used.

In the NOVA 2, NOVA 8, and NOVA 800 series
computers, the enabling signal in the data channel

priority chain is used by the central processor to

determine whether data channel transfer is to be

implemented with a high-speed cycle or a low-speed

-eycle. A branch in the priority chain returns the

signal to the processor, and any controller requesting

data channel service that is connected further out the

priority chain than the branch will receive low-speed

data channel service. Normally the DCHP signal is

returned to the processor on CPU pin A95 through

the backpanel etch from DCHP OUT of the top slot of

_ the chassis.

The priority signals and their backpanel positions are
tabulated below. The following figure shows how the

priority chains are implemented.

CAUTION The pins on the backpanel are
fragile and damaging any of them may lead to

particularly expensive repairs or replacements.

The jumpers should be connected to the

backpanel pins by wire wrapping only, and

absolutely NOT by soldering. Data General

strongly recommends that its field service

personnel install all wire wrap connections to

the backpanel. |

JUMPER CONNECTIONS FOR EMPTY I/O SLOT |

SIGNAL | ONPIN | TOSIGNAL | ONPIN

INTP IN AQ6 INTP OUT AQ5

DCHP IN | A94 DCHP OUT A93

AN EXAMPLE OF JUMPERING THE BACKPANEL OF A

10-SLOT COMPUTER TO MAINTAIN THE INTEGRITY OF

THE PRIORITY CHAINS. a

| DEVICE CONTROLLER #5

ASSIGNED LOWEST PRIORITY

(RECEIVES LOW SPEED DATA

CHANNEL SERVICE)
JUMPERS CARRY iNTP
AND DCHP SIGNALS

ACROSS EMPTY SLOT 8

DCHP OUT (A95)

DCHP IN (A96)

ETCHED CONDUCTORS ON

THE BACK PANEL RELAY

THE PRIORITY SIGNALS \ rT

FROM SLOT TO “(
INTP INTP OUT (A93)

INTP IN (A94)i
(THIS JUMPER

RETURNS THE

DCHP SIGNAL TO

THE CPU;

CONTROLLERS 1,2, ¢

AND 3 CAN

RECEIVE HIGH

SPEED DATA

CHANNEL SERVICE)

ey
ie

2f 7 MEMORY BOARD

(THE BRANCH FROM DCHP CHAIN IS RETURNED TO CPU ~
PIN A95. ALL CONTROLLERS HAVING HIGHER PRIORITY

THAN THE BRANCH POINT WILL RECEIVE DATA

CHANNEL SERVICE WITH HIGH SPEED CYCLE;

CONTROLLERS HAVING LOWER PRIORITY THAN THE

BRANCH POINT WILL RECEIVE LOW SPEED DATA

CHANNEL SERVICE.)

DG-00768



Internal Cables for the Communications Bus

While the signals from the CPU that are used by the

MCA are bussed with etched connectors on the

backpanel and are available at each slot, the signals

which pass from one MCA to another on the

communications bus appear only at isolated pin

positions for the slot occupied by the MCA. These

signals must be brought to IN port and OUT port

communications bus connectors by internal cables.

The internal cables consist of wire wrap connections

from the designated pins on the backpanel to the

communications bus: connectors. Certain Data

General computers have an internal cable composed

of etched conductors; however, this internal cable

cannot be used for the MCA. The following tables

show the signals that compose the internal cables for

the IN port connector and the OUT port connector,

and the backpanel pin numbers and edge connector or

socket connector pin numbers associated with each

signal. The figure below shows the proper method for

mounting a communications bus connector at the

back of the computer chassis. ~

CAUTION The pins on the backpanel are

fragile and damaging any of them may lead to

particularly expensive repairs or replacements.

The internal cable leads should be connected to

the backpanel pins by wire wrapping only, and

absolutely NOT by soldering. Data General

strongly recommends that its field service

personnel install all wire wrap connections to

the backpanel.

|
EDGE CONNECTOR

DG-01942

SOCKET STYLE CONNECTOR

MCA CONNECTOR

WIRE WRAP PINS

ON BACK PANEL

“if.



INTERNAL CABLE CONNECTION FOR INTERNAL CABLE CONNECTION FOR

MCA IN PORT | MCA OUT PORT

Backpanel Edge Connector | Socket Connector Backpanel Edge Connector | Socket Connector

Signal Name Pin Number Pin Number Pin Number Signal Name | Pin Number Pin Number Pin Number

GND Al A 1 GND Al A 1

+V TERM A89 C 3 +V TERM A89 C 3

+V TERM A90 D 4 +V TERM A90 D 4

+V TERM AQ1 E 5 +V TERM AQ 1 E 5

RETURN AQ92 F 6 RETURN AQ92 F 6

INACTIVE A61 H 7 INACTIVE A61 H 7

GND A2 J 8 GND A2 J 8

CPU STROBE A49 K 9 CPU STROBE A49 K 9

GND A99 L 10 GND A99 L 10

CPU PHASE A47 M 11 CPU PHASE A47 M 11

GND A100 N 12 GND A100 N 12

SPARE A63 P 13 SPARE A63 —P 13

REQP A59 R 14 REQP OUT A57 R 14

GND B1 S 15 GND B1 S 15

GND B2 T 16 GND B2 T 16

CPU 12 A65 U 17 CPU 12 A65 U 17

CPU 0 A67 Vv 18 CPU 0 A67 V 18
CPU 4 ~ ABS Ww 19 CPU 4 A69 W 19
CPU 8 A71 x 20 CPU 8 A71 xX 20

CPU 9 A73 Y 21 CPU 9 A73 Y 21
CPU 5 A75 Z 22 CPU5 | A75 Z 22

CPU 6 A76 a 23 CPU 6 A76 a 23
GND B100 b 24 GND B100 b - 24

CPU 1 ATT Cc. 25 CPU 1 A77 c 25
CPU 2 A78 d 26 CPU 2 A78 d 26

CPU 10 A79 e 27 CPU 10 A79 e 27

CPU 13 A81 fo 28 CPU 13 A81 f 28
CPU 7 A83 h 29 CPU 7 A83 h 29

CPU 3 A84 30 CPU 3 A84 j 30
CPU 15 A85 k 31 CPU 15 A85 k 31

CPU 11 A86 | 32 CPU 11 A86 | 32

CPU 14 A88 m 33 CPU 14 A88 m 33

S-CPU 0 B11 p 35 S-CPU 0 B11 p 35

S-CPU 3 B13 r 36 S-CPU 3 B13 r 36

S-CPU 1 B15 S 37 S-CPU 1 B15 S 37

S-CPU 2 B23 t 38 S-CPU 2 B23 t 38

S-CPU 15 B25 u 39 S-CPU 15 B25 u 39

S-CPU 12 B27 V 40 S-CPU 12 B27 ov 40. —

S-CPU 13 B34 w 41 S-CPU 13 B34 Ww 41
S-CPU 6 B36 x 42 S-CPU 6 B36 x 42

S-CPU 7 B38 y 43 S-CPU 7 B38 y 43

S-CPU 14 B40 z 44 S-CPU 14 B40 z 44

GND B48 AA 45 GND B48 AA 45

S-CPU 4 B52 AB 46 S-CPU 4 B52 AB 46

S-CPU 5 B54 AC 47 S-CPU 5 B54 AC 47

GND B50 AD 48 GND B50 AD 48

GND B99 AF 50 GND B99 AF 50

IV-5



Jumper Locations

The illustration below shows the location of the

various jumpers on the MCA board.

Device Select Jumpers | |

Jumpers are used to select the device codes for the

MCA. Device codes 6 and 7 are used for the first MCA

in a computer. The secondary device codes 46, and 47.

are used when a second MCA is installed in the

computer. Insert the jumpers as follows:

| DEVICE CODE JUMPERS |

DEVICE CODE INSERT JUMPERS

6/7 (MCAT/MCAR) wt fal
46/47 (MCAT1/MCAR) W2W17 get

Identifying Number Jumpers |

Jumpers are used to select the identifying number

which is used to distinguish this MCA and associated

computer in communications with other computers in

the MCA network. Four jumpers are used to specify

the binary representation of the selected identifying

number. Insert the jumpers as follows:

IDENTIFYING NUMBER JUMPERS
wily . 4
“ 3

BIT POSITIONS OF IDENTIFYING NUMBER 1 |2 |3
INSERT JUMPER TO SPECIFY 1 5{ W6| W3] W4

O

"W

Gg Yoa.l

NOTE Although 0 is a valid identifying

number within an MCA. network, 0 is not a

_ valid identifying number with Data General’s

Real-time Disc Operating System.

REF: DGC Board No. 107-000622, rev 01

14
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Operating Mode Jumpers
- Jumpers on the “leftmost” adapter are used to select

whether the MCA network operates in normal mode

with a maximum data transfer rate of 312,500 words

per second or in fast mode with a maximum data

transfer rate of 500,000 words per second. An MCA

network operating in fast mode can contain a
maximum of four computers. The operating mode

jumpers on all but the “leftmost” adapters are used to

select the operating mode of the adapter when it is

removed from the MCA network and _ placed in

diagnostic | mode. Insert the j jumpers as follows: ) |

OPERATING MODE JUMPERS

Inserting the MCA in its Slot

The MCA is placed in the slot by carefully sliding it
into the guides on each side of the chassis. It should

slide smoothly and not bind. Use the lock tabs to

provide the leverage needed to seat the circuit | board

connectors completely 2 as shown below.

MODE OF OPERATION | INSERT JUMPERS

NORMAL MODE — W8,W10,W12, “a
| W14, W15 |

FAST MODE 'W7, W9,

W11,W13

“Leftmost’ Processor Jumper ~~

The “leftmost” processor jumper, W16, disables the
internal clocks of the MCA. Insert jumper W16 in all

the adapters in the network except the “leftmost”

adapter. Omit j Jumper W16 on the “leftmost” adapter.

“Rightmost” Processor Jumper
The “rightmost” processor jumper, W18, disables the
return of communications bus priority to the |

“leftmost” adapter from all adapters in the network

except the “rightmost” adapter. Insert jumper W18 in

all adapters in the network except the “rightmost”

adapter. Omit jumper W18 on the “rightmost”

adapter. o a oo 2

Corl hare

pa bn!

coh ly

wel Ad3y

DG-00626
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Jo ou



CABLING AN MCA SUBSYSTEM.

Cabling an MCA subsystem consists of installing a ©

series of communications bus cables from one

computer to the next in a network. The communi-

cations bus cables connect the OUT port connector of

one adapter to the IN port connector of the next

adapter, starting with the OUT port of the “leftmost”

adapter in the network and ending with the IN port

of the “rightmost” adapter in the network.

There are three types of communications bus cables

available, where the choice of communications bus

cable is governed by the types of the two computers to

which the communications cable will be attached.

Consult the table of ordering information 1 in Appendix

SYSTEM TESTING

A complete reliability and testing program is included
with the documentation accompanying the MCA.

Before running the diagnostic program, the particular

MCA to be tested should be disconnected from the

MCA network. The “leftmost” processor jumper, W16,

should be removed to enable the internal clocks of the

MCA. In addition, the communications bus termi-

nator board should be plugged onto either the IN port

or OUT port connector of the MCA as shown in the

figure below.

The table below lists the reliability and diagnostic

programs provided and the part numbers associated

with the absolute binary tapes and the listings of the

TERMINATOR >

y

EDGE CONNECTOR

DG-02392

bal IM : SOCKET STYLE
© ay TERMINATOR

\ ah 5 ges

| BES \ of
it J's

Abe |e

a ye EDGE
|, STYLE

A to order the correct cables. - programs.

Installing Communications Bus Terminator

Boards
DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES

To provide the necessary terminator logic for the

communications bus, communications bus terminator PART NUMBER PART

boards are plugged onto both the IN port connector of | ABSOLUTE BINARY | NUMBER ~

the “leftmost” adapter and the OUT port connector of NAME | TAPE _ LISTING

the “rightmost” adapter in the MCA network. The

figure below shows the proper method for attaching a 4206 MCA RELIABILITY 095-62 096-34

terminator board to a communications bus internal —s_|_ 4906 MCA DIAGNOSTIC 095-397 096-397

cable connector. KH

2 4
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APPENDIX A

ORDERING INFORMATION

The table below summarizes model numbers and
_ information pertinent to ordering the various

components of an MCA subsystem.

4206 SERIES MCA SUBSYSTEM

MODEL DESCRIPTION

4206 Multiprocessor communications adapter and
| communications bus terminator board. |

1106-AA Multiprocessor communications adapter cable for

connecting two 4206 series MCA’s installed in.

NOVA, SUPERNOVA, NOVA 800, 830, 840, or

1200 computers.

1106-AB Multiprocessor communications adapter cable for
| connecting a 4206 series MCA installed in a

NOVA, SUPERNOVA, NOVA 800, 830, 840, or

1200 computer and a 4206 series MCA installed

in an ECLIPSE, NOVA 2, 3, 1210, 1220, or 820

computer. |

1106-BB | Multiprocessor communications adapter cable for
- connecting two 4206 series MCA’s installed -in

ECLIPSE, NOVA 2, 3, 1210, 1220, or 820.

computers. | |

A-tof2
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